
Providing Renewable Energy 
that shines light in the darkness.

Harnessing the Sun’s light to empower the 
next generation of job creators.



Brilliance is equally distributed, 
opportunity is not. 

Gulu is a town located in Northern 
Uganda. An area formerly ravaged by 
war fought by children on children. As 
a result, for tens of thousands of people 
living in and around Gulu, there are few 
opportunities available. As you walk 
around the streets, you can tangibly 
feel a sense of hopelessness in the air. It 
seems like everyone you speak to has a 
story to tell, and everyone has lost 
someone close to them, or su�ered 
some tragedy. 

Gulu has had more than its fair share of 
pain and su�ering. Northern Uganda 
has always been poorer than the rest of 
the country, leading to many people 
living in this region being recruited into 
the army and sent to �ght in civil and 
international wars, especially under the 
ruthless dictatorship of Idi Amin. In the 
1990’s, the Lord’s Resistance Army 
(LRA) rose up under the leadership of 
Joseph Kony. The LRA became 
increasingly violent in Gulu and 
surrounding communities, recruiting 
child soldiers and female slaves, 
making them commit atrocious crimes.  
 
This con�ict has been described as one 
of the world’s worst humanitarian 
crises. Overall, more than 2 million 
civilians were a�ected by the war with 
many people being relocated from 
their homes to Internally Displaced 
People’s (IDP) camps.  
 
Hundreds of thousands of people were 
killed, many maimed permanently, and 
others su�ered from mutilations of 

limbs, lips, noses, arms, ears, hands, legs 
and toes at the hands of warring 
factions, especially the LRA rebels.

The most disturbing aspect of this 
con�ict is that this was a war fought by 
children on children - minors made up 
almost 90% of the LRA’s soldiers. Many 
boys were abducted and turned into 
child soldiers with many girls becoming 
“wives” to Kony and his men. It is 
estimated that the LRA abducted more 
than 25,000 children for forced 
conscription and sexual exploitation. 
Some recruits were as young as eight 
and were inducted through raids on 
villages. They were brutalized and 
forced to commit atrocities on fellow 
abductees and even siblings. Those 
who attempted to escape were killed. 
For those living in a state of constant 
fear, violence became a way of life and 
they were psychologically traumatized.



As the Bishop Johnson Gakumba of the 
Diocese of Northern Uganda (DNU), 
explained, “The devastating e�ects of 
war left behind a devastated 
community.” According to Bishop 
Gakumba those 22 years of war have 
left behind a desperate and highly 
traumatized population. There is a high 
level of suicide among the youth 
(particularly young men) in Northern 
Uganda attributed to displacement, 
unemployment, alcoholism and the 
lasting e�ects of the trauma su�ered 
by the young men and women. In 
addition, there is widespread poverty 
resulting in many school dropouts and 
a high level of HIV/AIDS, teenage 
pregnancies and child marriages.

Uganda is a country of young people. 
In 2016, 55% of the total population of 
Uganda was under the age of 18 years 
and 75% were under the age of 35. In 
2015 the World Bank advised that 
Uganda requires investment in 
education and jobs in order to bring 
the country into the mainstream of 
international society and reduce the 
risk of social instability.

Unemployment for Ugandan youth is 
high with more than 65% unemployed 
and many more underemployed. The 
education sector is recognized as being 
one of the main drivers in Uganda 
which has the potential to bring about 
socio-economic transformation. 
International researchers report that 
one of the main factors to be 
addressed is the skills de�cit among 
young people.

The young people of Gulu 
and its surrounding area 

are a generation who 
missed out on education 
and any sort of normal 

changes here to be 
sustainable, these young 
people need education 

and skills.



Part 1
In Gulu and the surrounding area there are a great number and range of young 
people for whom the academic route is not the road to success. These young 
people need skills and vocational training. This has been recognized by the 
government of Uganda who, in October 2012, launched “Skilling Uganda,” a 
strategic plan designed to o�er wide and equitable access to vocational training to 
the young people of Uganda. The problem is that the necessity of vocational 
training for young people has been recognized by government, the commitment to 
vocational training has been given but, unfortunately, funding and resources have 
not.

Part 2
The other signi�cant challenge we face is the need to provide an a�ordable, 
renewable power supply that will shine light in the darkness and provide the 
young people of Gulu with hope and a future. This will enable education to 
continue long into the night after the sun has gone down.

The Institute will require both 3-phase 415V and single phase 220V circuits. The 
Institute will be connected to the Ugandan electrical grid which is powered by 
hydro-electric stations on the River Nile. However, the grid supply is inconsistent 
and outages from a few minutes up to a few days are normal. Therefore, a 200kVA 
generator will be installed to provide back-up power.

A consistent and a�ordable electricity supply is required by the Institute. Although 
the grid is supplied by “green” energy from HEP stations, it is not reliable hence the 
need for a back-up diesel generator. One of the challenges facing the college is 
reliable energy. The ongoing costs and unreliability of the national grid system have 
led us to ask about more sustainable methods of powering the education of our 
students for the long term. Therefore, we started exploring renewable energy 
options and we are excited about the possibilities.

 Only 17% of university 
graduates gain employment 

when they qualify. By 
contrast, up to 80% of 

graduates from vocational 
training �nd employment 

within one year of 
completing their training

Professor Scott Brown VTI Chairman

https://youtu.be/rExFLiMAFSo


Part 1: Vocational Training Institute, Gulu
Fields of Life (FOL) is a Christian, international development organisation that has 
been working in East Africa for the last 27 years. They have constructed and 
equipped 127 schools, put 50,000 children through education, drilled over 800 
boreholes, and provided safe and clean water to over 500,000 people. 
Underpinning everything that Fields of Life does is a dedication to change lives, 
transform communities and build hope. 

We believe that brilliance is all around us, potential within everyone, 
and we aim to provide opportunities to unlock that potential. 

The  building of the Vocational Training Institute in Gulu is complete and the 
institute will welcome the �rst 150 students in March 2021. 

In phase 1, the Institute will o�er training in Cosmetology and Beauty (including 
hairdressing), Fashion and Design, Hotel management and catering, Construction 
and Carpentry. An ICT suite will be provided. Phase 2 will o�er metal fabrication and 
auto mechanics from February 2022. 

We aim to harness this brilliance by powering the campus using renewable energy 
to be a reliable light & power source for the region & to develop redemptive 
businesses in the areas of hospitality, fashion design, mechanics, woodwork, digital 
marketing and solar.  

You can help to shine light into darkness!!

https://youtu.be/gm-Zs2OSEds


The heart of this project, as with any Fields of Life initiative, is the health and 
well-being of vulnerable young people and children. Changing lives, building hope 
so they can realise their full potential. We aim to create a student centered 
environment with a holistic approach including pastoral care, trauma counselling 
and mentoring. With a strong emphasis on promotion of gender equality, FOL and 
its partners are already working with many vulnerable girls / women who have been 
subjected to horri�c trauma at the hands of the LRA. Educational experience will 
include life skills and basic management and business practice for all students 
including career guidance.  We believe this framework combined with vocational 
training is key to producing job creators for the Gulu region and far beyond. 

We need your help to power this vision.

Fashion & Design

Student Services

Hotel & Catering



Part 2: Our Partner, World Light Africa
World Light Africa (WLA) is a “business as mission” organization registered in 
Nairobi, Kenya in 2014.  The goal is to enable under-resourced Africans to be able to 
progress both physically and spiritually in a sustainable and scalable way through 
a�ordable access to clean energy, clean water, and discipleship training.  The intent 
is to create as many African jobs as possible, so opportunities exist to earn a good 
living and provide for their families. 

World Light Africa’s self-contained Solar Power Microgrid is reliable and robust and 
designed for completely o�-grid operation. All components, including the 
batteries, are long lifetime components designed to run for more than 20 years. 
Manufactured and tested in Nairobi, this portable system is disassembled and 
pre-positioned in its own container which can then be shipped anywhere in the 
world.

World Light Africa has several years’ experience installing solar power systems in 
Uganda. Recently WLPOW supervised the design and installation of a solar power 
system at a school in Lira, Northern Uganda. WLA builds battery, inverter and 
control systems inside a standard shipping container. Solar panels are sourced in 
Kenya. The system can be interrogated and controlled remotely via 3g (or better) 
networks. World Light Africa is prepared to assist in the design of the system, the 
fabrication of the components, the installation, operation of the system and will 
work with FOL to provide a renewable energy curriculum at the VTI. 



Financial Analysis
Solar Vs Grid

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3
Year 4
Thru 

Year 25

Total All
25 Years

90% Grid &10% Diesel 140,729           144,951           149,300           4,695,910        5,130,890        100%

Solar System Installation 350,000           400,000           450,000           -                   1,200,000        

479,82leseiD %01              29,843             30,738             966,805           1,056,360        

Solar System Maintenance 5,460               5,624               5,793               182,191           199,068           

System Residual Value -                   -                   -                   -                   (240,000)          

Total Solar System Cost 384,434           435,467           486,531           1,148,996        2,215,427        43%

Total Saving (243,704)          (290,515)          (337,231)          3,546,914        2,915,463        57%

Assumptions:
1- Solar System prices are valid for 3 months (until August end 2021)
2- Cost for Grid per kWH = $0.30 & Cost for Diesel per Kwh= $0.70 are based on the estimate price as of May 2021
3- To have a fair comparison, 3% in�ation rate Year Over Year is implmented on all cost elements (Grid / Diesel / Solar)
4- Diesel back up use rate is 10% for both systems (Grid & Solar)
5- Solar system residual value is based on 20% of the installation value (Container/panels/Structure Steel/..)
6- Solar System intial cost will be paid o� by the tenth year
7- Solar System ROI is 10% (Net Saving $2.9m / upfront Investment $1.2m / Lifetime 25years)

Solar power is becoming competitive with other forms of power generation 
and prices continue to decline. It is expected that solar power will become the 
lowest cost means of electricity generation in locations that experience high 
levels of sunlight.

Although solar power o�ers the lowest cost of generation, the return on 
investment depends on the demand for electricity and the cost of installation.

 
FOL does not have the capital to invest in a solar powered system so would 
require donors to support the installation of a system. FOL envisages teaching 
solar power installations as a vocational skill so having an operational system at 
the Institute would be seen as an active demonstration of the e�ectiveness of 
solar power.
 



• Delivery of a control, inverter & battery system,
installed in a shipping container for security.

  • Delivery of solar panels mounted on a steel framework
 over the shipping container.

• Power supplied to one single-phase ring main.
• Instillation of monitoring system on campus.

Phase 1 
Q4 2021  - $250,000

• Additional batteries and inverters added to shipping
container to enable workshops to come online.

• Additional solar panels added to the roofs of existing
buildings. This would require additional structural
steels to support the panels which could be
manufactured by the students of metal fabrication at VTI.

• Power supplied to all single-phase ring mains.
• Solar power instillation taught at certi�cate level at

the Institute:
A. 2-week-long design workshops with Renewable

Energy Program students to design & layout the
expansion (use monitoring data acquired earlier)

B. 2-week period to do hands-on installation of the
expansion on rooftops utilizing the whole
Renewable Energy class being trained by WLA
personnel.

• Additional batteries and inverters added to the shipping
container.

• Steel structures made in Institute workshop to cover car
park and/ or public recreation areas.

• Additional solar panels mounted on roofs.
• All circuits (single-phase and 3-phase) connected to solar

power instillation.

https://fieldsoflife.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/VTI-Solar-Phase-1.pdf


UN SDG Target 4.4: By 2030, substantially increase the 
number of youth and adults who have relevant skills, 
including technical and vocational skills, for 
employment, decent jobs and entrepreneurship.

To establish a vocational training institute powered by 
sustainable, renewable energy that provides real 
opportunities to secure well-paid employment 
through the uptake of e�ective, market driven 
vocational training and creating linkages with 
employers and ultimately green jobs in the Gulu region 
by 2024.  

Click here to
Donate in Euros

€ 

Click here to
Donate in Dollars

$ 

Click here to
Donate in Sterling

£ 

https://www.tfaforms.com/4891788/?tfa_4203=Vocational%20Training%20Institute
https://www.tfaforms.com/4891759/?tfa_4203=Vocational%20Training%20Institute
https://www.tfaforms.com/4866572/?tfa_4203=Vocational%20Training%20Institute


Reduce site attributable GHG emissions by x MT per year 
versus status quo.

Improve the quality of life for 450 students annually 
through access to quality education using renewable 
energy. Solar energy will provide light for students to continue 
with their studies despite power outtages and enjoy evening 
activites such as sport. 

Train 20 vocational students in a 2-year practical Certi�cate in 
Solar Power & Renewable Energy course based around the 
science, electronics, management, and entrepreneurial skills 
needed to build hardware, use software, and maintain and 
service systems in Uganda. 

The course aims to provide engineers for existing businesses 
and encourage new start-up companies. Fields of Life had held 
discussions with the National Curriculum Development Centre 
in Kampala about tailoring an exemplar course to o�er training 
to students from all over Uganda with the support of the 
Ministry of Education. 

Additionally, this project will support 20 graduates to establish 
a number of redemptive green energy businesses from the 
Campus or surrounding area to design, manufacture and sell 
into the African and worldwide market. (WLA to oversee this 
and provide funding and connections)

Empower the next generation to become job creators. 

Protect the environment, signi�cantly reduce the lifecycle cost 
for electricity at the campus, and dramatically increase the 
reliability and quality of power at the site. 

To support 20 graduates to establish a number of redemptive 
green energy businesses from the Campus or surrounding area 
to design, manufacture and sell into the African and worldwide 
market. (WLA to oversee this and provide funding and 
connections)



€

$ 

£

Click here to 
donate in Dollars

Click here to 
donate in Euros

Click here to 
donate in Sterling

For more information about providing renewable energy at the 
Vocational Training Institute contact: info@�eldso�ife.org

Click here 
to donate

https://fieldsoflife.org/donate-vti/
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